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Effects of Local Item Dependence
on the Fit and Equating Performance of
the Three-Parameter Logistic Model
Wendy M. Yen
CTB/McGraw-Hill

Unidimensional item response theory (IRT) has be-
come widely used in the analysis and equating of edu-
cational achievement tests. If an IRT model is true,
item responses must be locally independent when the
trait is held constant. This paper presents several mea-
sures of local dependence that are used in conjunction
with the three-parameter logistic model in the analysis
of unidimensional and two-dimensional simulated data
and in the analysis of three mathematics achievement
tests at Grades 3 and 6. The measures of local depen-
dence (called Q2 and Q3) were useful for identifying
subsets of items that were influenced by the same fac-
tors (simulated data) or that had similar content (real
data). Item pairs with high Q2 or Q3 values tended to
have similar item parameters, but most items with
similar item parameters did not have high Q2 or Q3
values. Sets of locally dependent items tended to be
difficult and discriminating if the items involved an
accumulation of the skills involved in the easier items
in the rest of the test. Locally dependent items that
were independent of the other items in the test did not
have unusually high or low difficulties or discrimina-
tions. Substantial unsystematic errors of equating were
found from the equating of tests involving collections
of different dimensions, but substantial systematic er-
rors of equating were only found when the two tests
measured quite different dimensions that were presum-
ably taught sequentially.
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The fundamental assumption of the three-param-
eter logistic model is that

where P,( 6k) is the probability that the kth
examinee passes the ith item,

0k is the trait value for the kth examinee,
and

a,, b&dquo; and c, are the discrimination,
difficulty, and lower asymptote for the
ith item.

Local item independence follows from Equation 1;
if the model is true, the probability of correctly
answering both items i and j is

Equation 2 defines pairwise local independence. If
the model is true, then all higher order extensions
of Equation 2 will hold as well.

In examining the fit of the model it is common
to compare model predictions (Equation 1) with
observations. This comparison traditionally has been
between observed and predicted item characteristic
curves, and there has been little direct investigation
of local independence. There are many factors that
can affect the fit of a model. One of the most
obvious is multidimensionality. For many tests there
is an a priori suspicion that test performance is not
unidimensional and that a unidimensional model is
not appropriate. This concern is particularly strong
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for achievement tests where several different types
of content are tested (Traub, 1983). Such multi-
dimensionality would be expected to have a par-
ticularly strong effect on the local independence of
at least some of the items. Given this concern, it

is desired to measure local dependence and ex-
amine its impact on the use of a unidimensional
model-the three-parameter logistic model.

In this paper several measures of local depen-
dence are proposed, and they are applied to sim-
ulated data and to data from six mathematics

achievement tests. The effects of local dependence
on a traditional measure of model fit are examined.

Local dependence is also related to item parameter
values and to the quality of test equatings.

Method

Fit Measures

Q, . Traditional measures of fit in item re-

sponse theory (IRT) typically involve comparisons
between observed and predicted item characteristic
curves using a chi-square test such as Q, (Yen,
1981):

Q,, is the fit of the ith item, and it is distributed
approximately as a chi-square variable with seven
degrees of freedom when the three-parameter model
is true. To obtain Q,, examinees are rank ordered
on the basis of their trait estimates and then divided
into deciles (10 cells with approximately equal
numbers of examinees per cell). N, is the number
of examinees in cell r, O,r is the observed propor-
tion of examinees in cell r that correctly answers
item i, and E&dquo; is the predicted proportion of ex-
aminees in cell r that correctly answers item i. The
predictions are obtained by using trait and item
parameter estimates in Equation 1 and summing
over examinees in cell r:

The fit of the entire test is Q, = 2~=, Ql,, with I
items in the test.

Q2. Van den Wollenberg (1982) proposed a fit
measure for the Rasch model, called Q2, that he

found is sensitive to multidimensionality. To obtain
Q2, a contingency table is created for each pair of
items for each (overall test) score group (cell) as
in Table 1. In this table N, is the number of ex-
aminees in cell r, N,~, is the number of examinees
in the cell that correctly answered both items i and
j, N&dquo; is the number of examinees that correctly
answered item i, N,p is the number of examinees
that correctly answered item i and incorrectly an-
swered item j, and so on.

Van den Wollenberg’s fit statistic for the rth cell
is

The overall fit measure for item pair ij is the sum
of the Q21}r values over the R cells. Van den Wol-
lenberg obtained the expected values for Q2 using
a procedure specifically associated with the Rasch
model.

In generalizing Q2 for the three-parameter model,
10 cells were used as defined for Q, . The expec-
tations were defined as

This characterization of 62 appears consistent with
Lord’s (1953, p. 545) suggested procedure for ex-
amining local independence.

Q2 takes the form of a Pearson chi-square statistic
(Hays, 1973). There are 10 independent cells (ob-
servations) with one degree of freedom per cell,
leading to the conclusion that 62 should follow a
chi-square distribution with 10 degrees of freedom
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Table 1

Number of Examinees in Cell r
With Each Pattern of Item Scores

when the null hypothesis (local independence) is
true. The determination of the cell boundaries is

dependent on the observed distribution of estimated
trait values, which may affect the distribution of
Q2 and its degrees of freedom. The null distribution
of Q2 will be examined with simulation data.

Using the expectations in Equation 6, Q2,~r
= Nrq,2’Jr> where 4~,~~ is the phi coefficient (corre-
lation) between item scores in cell r. Binary scores
(such as those for items) are pairwise independent
if and only if they are uncorrelated, because the
covariance of items i and j is P,, - P,P.. Pairwise
independence does not preclude higher order de-
pendencies, though in most testing applications it
is difficult to imagine important higher-order de-
pendencies that are not reflected in pairwise de-
pendence.

Although Q2 offers a method of determining where
local dependence exists, it does not reflect the pos-
itive or negative direction of the local dependence.
It is easy to imagine positive local dependence when
two or more items measure special traits that do
not appear in the remainder of the test. Negative
local dependence can appear between two sets of
items that measure different traits. For example,
imagine that the trait estimated by the unidimen-
sional model is the average of two underlying traits
and that to look for local dependence examinees
are sorted into cells on the basis of this average.
An examinee can be placed in a cell for moderate
scorers by having moderate scores on both under-
lying traits, by having a low score on Trait 1 and

a high score on Trait 2, by having a high score on

Trait 1 and a low score on Trait 2, and so forth.
This procedure will reveal a negative relationship
between performance on items measuring Trait 1

and items measuring Trait 2.
To estimate the direction of the relationship be-

tween items i and j, Y-r’O=,4),, was obtained. The
sign of this sum was then applied to Q2 to create
&dquo;signed Q2.&dquo;

Q3. The disadvantage of Q2 and signed Q2 is
that the number and definition of the cells are ar-

bitrary. Kingston and Dorans (1982) examined lo-
cal dependence using a statistic that does not re-
quire cells-the correlation of item scores with the
trait estimate partialled out (rt~.e). The disadvantage
of this statistic is that it removes only the linear
relationship between item scores and traits when it
is known that items and traits have a nonlinear,
logistic relationship. An alternative to rl}’ê was ex-
amined that removed the nonlinear effects of 6
from the item scores. Define

d’k = U,k - i, (6k) , (7)
where u,, is the score of the kth examinee on the
ith item. Then, the correlation (taken over exam-
inees) of these scores is

63. = ~ . - (8)
Because d,, and dk are random error scores when

the three-parameter model is true, they may be
distributed approximately as bivariate normal var-
iables with a zero correlation. Thus, when the model
is true, Fisher’s r-to-z transformation of Q3 may
be distributed as a normal variable with mean equal
to zero and variance equal to 1/(N - 3), where
there are N examinees involved in the calculation
of the correlation. Kingston and Dorans (1982) noted
that because item scores are involved in the cal-

culation of 6, rl}’ê values will tend to be slightly
negative due to part-whole contamination. A sim-
ilar effect may occur with Q3. The distribution of
the z transformation of Q3 will be examined with
simulated data.

Parameter Estimation

LOGIST 5 Version 1.0 (Wingersky, Barton, &

Lord, 1982) was used to estimate item parameters
and trait values for the three-parameter logistic
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model. The default options were used in running
LOGIST. In estimating item parameters, omits were
treated as incorrect answers and not-reached items

were treated as &dquo;not reaches.&dquo;

Q2, signed Q2, and 63 were obtained for each
pair of items in each LOGIST run. Also, the av-
erage of the Q, values for each pair of items was
obtained and called Q I’ Examinees who did not
reach an item were not included in the calculation

of these statistics for that item.

Simulated Data

Tests and examinees. To examine the null dis-
tribution of Q2 and the z transformation of Q3,
simulated data were used. A simulated unidimen-

sional test was created by using the parameters of
the first 20 items of the Level F Reading Vocab-
ulary test from the Comprehensive Tests of Basic
Skills, Form U (CTBS/U; CTB/McGraw-Hill, 1981).
These parameters were obtained from that test’s
standardization (CTB/McGraw-Hill, 1982a; Yen,
1983b). An additional unidimensional simulated
test was created using the parameters of the first
40 items of that Reading Vocabulary test. Item
responses for these two tests were generated from
the three-parameter model (Equation 1) for 1000
simulees as described by Yen (in press).

Simulated data for three 30-item multidimen-

sional tests were also examined. Item responses for

these tests were generated using a two-dimensional
three-parameter logistic model whose general form
is described by Reckase and McKinley (1983):

The parameters and traits in this model are the same
as in Equation 1 with the addition of the subscript
s, which specifies the two dimensions of the model.
The present study used item parameters from the

&dquo;Easy&dquo; tests in &dquo;Configurations 1, 2, and 3&dquo; for

the &dquo;b2 - b1 = 0&dquo; condition described by Doody-
Bogan and Yen (1983). Item responses generated
for 2,000 &dquo;Low and Medium Ability&dquo; simulees in
that study were used in the present study.

Table 2 displays the als values for the three multi-
dimensional simulated conditions. These values in-

dicate how the items were differentially affected
by the two dimensions. In Configuration 1, the cor-
relation between 0, and 02 was approximately .60,
and the a,, and b,, values were chosen to have es-
sentially zero correlations within and across di-

mensions. In Configuration 2, the correlation be-
tween A, and 02 was approximately .50, and the b,s
values were chosen to be essentially uncorrelated
with each other and with the a,, values. In Config-
uration 3, the correlation between 0, and 02 was
approximately .50, and the b,s values had a slightly
negative correlation with the a,, values for the first
dimension (r = . 31 ) and a slightly positive cor-
relation (r = .09) for the second dimension. For
every dimension and configuration, b = &horbar; .03 and

Sb = .80.
In running LOGIST for the simulated data the

number of answer choices was set at four.

Real Data

Tests and examinees. The CTBS/U Mathe-

matics Computation (MC) and Mathematics Con-
cepts and Applications (MC&A) tests were used.
Level E (Grade 3) and Level G (Grade 6) were
employed. The third- and sixth-grade students were
tested as part of the Fall 1980 national standard-
ization of CTBS/U. In addition to the CTBS/U

tests, examinees took the Diagnostic Mathematics
Inventory (DMI; Gessel, 1975a). DMI Level B was
given at Grade 3 and Level E was given at Grade 6.
The DMI items were classified as MC if they in-
volved only adding, subtracting, multiplying, or
dividing. All other DMI items were classified as
MC&A items. Table 3 contains the numbers of
items and examinees.
The CTB S/U MC items have five answer choices

and the CTBS/U MC&A items have four answer

choices. The DMI Level B items have five answer
choices (except for one item with six answer

choices), and the DMI Level E items have 8 (66%
of the items), 9 ( 11 %), or 10 (23%) answer choices.

For each grade, the CTBS/U and DMI MC items
were analyzed together by LOGIST, and the CTBS/
U and DMI MC&A items were analyzed together.
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Table 2

Item Discriminations for Multidimensional Simulations

Note. For explanatory purposes the item order has been
changed from that in Doody-Bogan and Yen (1983).

In addition, the MC and MC&A items were ana-

lyzed together. The number of answer choices for
each test was set at the value described above; the
number of answer choices was set at five for DMI
Level B and at eight for DMI Level E.

Item configurations. Values of fit statistics were

compared for groups of items using the Kruskal-
Wallis test (Siegel, 1956, pp. 184-185). Items were
grouped into sets that appeared most likely to show
local dependence, and the null hypothesis of the
Kruskal-Wallis test was that the fit statistics within

these sets arose from the same distribution as the
fit statistics calculated across item pairs from dif-
ferent sets. The Kruskal-Wallis test comparing
within-set and between-set fit statistics has a chi-

square distribution with 1 degree of freedom under
the null hypothesis.

Table 4 contains the definitions of the item con-

figurations. Splitting the items by test (CTBS/U vs.
DMI) is the first configuration for every grade-by-
content category. The CTBS, Forms U and V, Test
Coordinator’s Handbook (CTB/McGraw-Hill,
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Table 3

Numbers of Items and Examinees

1982b) and the DMI Teacher’s Guide (Gessel,
1975b) were referred to for classifications of items
into category objectives. For example, the Grade 3
MC test for CTBS/U has the following category
objectives:

Add whole numbers,
Add decimals or fractions,
Subtract whole numbers,
Subtract decimals or fractions,
Multiply whole numbers,
Divide whole numbers.

The Grade 3 MC test for DMI has the following
category objectives:

Addition of whole numbers without regrouping (i.e.,
carrying),

Addition of whole numbers with regrouping,
Subtraction of whole numbers without regrouping

(i.e., borrowing),
Subtraction of whole numbers with regrouping,
Multiplication of whole numbers.

As can be seen in Table 4, various combinations
and modifications of these category objectives were
used to group items that appeared most likely to
be locally dependent. For the MC&A tests rec-

onciliation of the category objectives for CTBS/U
and DMI was more difficult than for the MC tests
because different objective structures and termi-
nology are used for these two tests, but sets of
items most likely to be locally dependent were
identified. Note that the same names were some-
times used for different item sets in different con-

figurations (e.g., Sequences for Grade 3 MC&A
Data Sets 5 and 6).

In Data Sets 6 and 15 items were grouped that
showed high 62 values. For example, in Data Set

6 the Graph Reading items were two CTBS/U items
linked to the same graph, the Clock items all in-
volved reading clocks, the Nearest Ten items in-
volved rounding to the nearest 10, and so forth.
The Other items were all the remaining items that
did not show high ~2 values.

Trait estimation and comparison. Trait level
estimates were obtained for different subsets of

items using the item parameter estimates described
above. In estimating trait levels, omits and not
reaches were treated as wrong answers. Floors and

ceilings for the trait estimates were obtained as
described by Yen (1983b).

Grade 3 MC&A (for both CTBS/U and DMI)
and Grade 6 MC (for both CTBS/U and DMI) were
selected for the examination of trait estimates. For

Grade 3 MC&A, trait estimates based on CTBS/
U items were compared with trait estimates based
on DMI items. Three additional trait estimates were
obtained. The first was composed of the 27 locally
dependent items shown in Data Set 6 in Table 4.
The second trait estimate (Control 1) was com-
posed of 26 items not included in the first trait

estimate, and the third trait estimate (Control 2)
was based on 25 items not included in the first or
second trait estimate. Because the items in the lo-

cally dependent set tended to be adjacent pairs, the
items chosen for Controls 1 and 2 also tended to
be adjacent pairs.

For Grade 6 MC, trait estimates based on CTBS/
U items were compared with trait estimates based
on DMI items. Three traits based on locally de-
pendent items were also examined: items involving
computations with whole numbers (36 items), items
involving decimals (36 items), and items involving
fractions (16 items). The computations involving
different types of numbers tended to be interspersed
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Note. The number of items in a set is in parentheses
following the name of the set.
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in CTBS/U and grouped in DMI. Three additional
traits were: Control 1, a set of 36 items interspersed
across both CTBS/U and DMI; Control 2, a set of
36 items not included in Control 1; and Control 3,
a 16-item subset of the items in Control 2.

Several statistics were used to compare different
trait estimates: (1) the correlation, r; (2) standardized
difference between means; (3) ratio of standard de-
viations ; (4) standardized root mean squared dif-
ference (SRMSD); and (5) an estimate of local bias
(Yen, 1983a). The standardized difference be-
tween means is the difference in mean scores for

the two sets of traits divided by a pooled estimate
of the standard deviation: S = [(S; + SD/2] 1/2,
where S2 1 and S2 are the variances of the two sets
of scores. The standardized root mean squared dif-
ference is the square root of the mean squared
difference between examinees’ trait estimates, di-
vided by S.
To estimate local bias, examinees were rank or-

dered on the basis of their scores and grouped into
quintiles (five cells with equal numbers of exam-
inees in the cells). The average of the two scores

being compared was used for the grouping. Within
each cell the standardized difference between means

was found. The average over cells of the absolute

values of the standardized mean differences was

taken as the summary measure of local bias.

Results

Simulations

Unidimensional data. The mean and variance

of Q, for the unidimensional simulation were 10.8
and 58.1 for the 20-item test and 7.1 and 12.5 for
the 40-item test. A goodness-of-fit test was con-
ducted to determine if the Q, values had chi-square
distributions with 7 degrees of freedom. In this test
10 cells were created with equal numbers of Q, I
values expected in each cell. The expectations were
generated using a chi-square distribution with 7
degrees of freedom. The significance probabilities
for these tests were .07 for the 20-item simulation
and .99 for the 40-item simulation.

For the unidimensional simulation the mean and
variance of the 62 values were 10.3 and 19.4 for

the 20-item test and 9.4 and 23.9 for the 40-item
test. A goodness-of-fit test was conducted to de-
termine if the Q2 values had chi-square distributions
with 10 degrees of freedom. In this test 10 cells
were created with equal numbers of Q2 values ex-
pected in each cell. The expectations were gener-
ated using a chi-square distribution with 10 degrees
of freedom. The significance probabilities for these
tests were .36 for the 20-item simulation and <.001 1
for the 40-item simulation. The Q2 values for the
20-item simulation looked like they had a chi-square
distribution with 10 degrees of freedom, but the
Q2 values for the 40-item simulation had more small
values of Q2 than expected for a chi-square distri-
bution with 10 degrees of freedom. Thus, though
the null hypothesis about the distribution of the Q2
value was upheld only for the 20-item test, the
deviations from the expected distribution for the
40-item test were not in the upper tail of the dis-

tribution where hypothesis testing is done. Large
values of Q2 that would be unlikely for a chi-square
distribution with 10 degrees of freedom were un-
likely in the simulated data.
The means of the Q3 statistics were - .05 for

the 20-item test and - .02 for the 40-item test. The

significance probabilities of the chi-square tests that
the z transformations of these 63 values came from
normal distributions with a mean of zero and a
variance of 1/(N- 3) were <.001 for both the 20-
and 40-item tests. The correlations were more neg-
ative than expected by the null hypothesis.

Two-dimensional data. The means and vari-
ances of the 61 values for the two-dimensional
simulations were 13.4 and 121.7 for Configura-
tion 1, 9.7 and 20.0 for Configuration 2, and 8.0
and 15.8 for Configuration 3. The significance
probabilities of the tests that these 6) values came
from a chi-square distribution with 7 degrees of
freedom were <.001 for Configuration 1, .01 for
Configuration 2, and .86 for Configuration 3. For
Configurations 1 and 2 there were more large 6) I
values than expected from the null distribution. The
means and variances of the Q2 values for the two-
dimensional simulated data were 10.1 and 34.6 for

Configuration 1, 17.4 and 75.7 for Configura-
tion 2, and 11.0 and 29.2 for Configuration 3.
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The significance probabilities of the tests that
these Q2 values came from a chi-square distribution
with 10 degrees of freedom were .10 for Config-
uration 1, <.001 for Configuration 2, and .01 for
Configuration 3. For Configurations 2 and 3 there
were more large Q2 values than expected from the
null distribution. The mean 63 value was - .03 for
each of the three configurations. The significance
probabilities that the z transformations of the Q3
values came from normal distributions with zero
means and variances of 1/(N-3) were <.001 for

each of the three configurations. For Configurations
1 and 3 there were more large negative z values
than expected, and for Configuration 2 there were
more extreme negative and positive z values than
expected from the null distribution.

For Configurations 1, 2, and 3 the correlations
between Q, and Q2 were _- .11, - .09, and .00,
the correlations between Q, and Q3 were - .05,
-.03, and -.10, and the correlations between

signed Q2 and 63 were .70, .94, and .75. While
61 appeared to measure a different aspect of item
fit than Q2 and Q3, these latter two statistics ap-

peared to measure very similar properties of the
items.

Items were grouped into sets that might be lo-
cally dependent, and the Kruskal-Wallis test was
performed to see if the fit values within sets came
from the same distribution as the fit values between
sets. In Configuration 1 items 1-8 formed Set 1,
items 9-18 formed Set 2, and items 19-30 formed
Set 3. In Configuration 2 items 1-4 formed Set 1,
items 5-17 formed Set 2, and items 18-30 formed
Set 3. In Configuration 3 items 1-5 formed Set 1
and items 6-30 formed Set 2. Table 5 presents the
results of these tests. The Between means were
based on all item pairs across item sets.
The pattern of results for Q, does not show sig-

nificantly higher values within item sets than be-
tween sets, and the results for Q, do not follow the
pattern of results for the other fit statistics. Com-

paring the results for Q2 and signed Q2 for Config-
uration 1, it is apparent that there were both pos-
itive and negative local dependence within the item
sets; the level of Q2 and Q3 values were within the
range found for the unidimensional simulations.

Table 5

Mean Ql, Q2, Signed Q2, and Q3 Values and
Kruskal-Wallis (K-W) Statistics for Item Configurations

for Two-Dimensional Simulated Data
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In Configuration 2 all the local dependence within
Item Set 1 was negative, and almost all the local
dependence within Item Set 2 was positive; Item
Set 3 contained mixed positive and negative local
dependence. The within-set and between-set levels
of local dependence differed significantly (p < .001)
for Q2, signed Q2, and Q3.

In Configuration 3 all the local dependence within
Item Set 1 was positive, and almost all the local
dependence within Item Set 2 and between sets was
negative. The significance probabilities for the

Kruskal-Wallis tests were .04 for the signed Q2
values and .08 for the 63 values.

Real Data

Fit measures. The correlations of Q, with Q2
ranged from .01 to .02, and the correlations of

Q, with 63 ranged from -.05 to .03. There was
essentially no relationship between Q, and Q2 or
Q3. The correlation between signed Q2 and 63 ranged
from .78 to .93, and these two statistics appeared
to measure very similar properties of the item pairs.

Significance tests were conducted to determine
if the fit statistics followed their null distributions.
The probability that the Q, values came from a chi-
square distribution with 7 degrees of freedom was
<.005 for every real data set. The probability that
the Q2 values came from a chi-square distribution
with 10 degrees of freedom was <.001 for every
real data set, and the probability that the z trans-
formations of the Q3 statistics came from a normal
distribution with mean zero and variance 1/(N-3)
was <.001 for every real data set. There were more

large Q, and Q2 values than expected by their null
distributions, and the z statistics tended to be more
extreme than expected.

Tables 6 and 7 contain mean values of 61. Q2,
signed Q2, and 63 for the Data Sets in Grade 3
(Table 6) and Grade 6 (Table 7). The Between
means were based on all item pairs across item
sets. Also in Tables 6 and 7 are the Kruskal-Wallis
statistics testing that the within-set fit values arose
from the same population as the between-set fit
values. Kruskal-Wallis values greater than 6.6 are
significant at the .01 level and values greater than
10.8 are significant at the .001 level.

It is clear from Tables 6 and 7 that 61 had very
different patterns of results from the other fit mea-
sures. Item sets that had high Q, values did not
necessarily have high 62 or 63 values. In other
words, item pairs that appeared locally dependent
using 62. signed 62. or 63 did not individually tend
to have poor fit between model predictions and
observations of item characteristic curves.

The signed and unsigned 62 values can be com-
pared to reveal how much local dependence there
is and its direction. The change in magnitude from
the unsigned to the signed Q2 reflects how much
of the local dependence is negative. The signed Q2
values and the 63 values are more useful than un-
signed 62 values for comparing the within-set and
between-set local dependence, because the be-

tween-set unsigned Q2 values can be large due to
negative local dependence. Almost every within-
set mean signed Q2 value and mean 63 value was
positive and every between-set mean signed 62
value and mean 63 value was negative, indicating
that the item sets did tend to define different traits.

Every signed Q2 Kruskal-Wallis test and every Q3
Kruskal-Wallis test was significant at less than the
.01 level except for Data Sets 1 and 6.

For Data Set 2, which is based on Grade 3,
Dividing items were highly locally dependent.
However, by Grade 6 the same type of item group-
ing (Data Set 10) did not show a high degree of
local dependence for the Dividing items. Data Set
3 showed a great deal of local dependence within
item sets such as Adding with regrouping, Sub-
tracting with regrouping, Multiplying by 5, Divid-
ing with - notation, and Dividing with Ý no-
tation. For Data Set 11 Fractions computations were
locally dependent, and Data Set 12 showed that
Adding decimals, Adding fractions, and Subtract-
ing fractions had particularly high local depen-
dence.

For Data Sets 5 and 14 there was not an ex-

tremely high degree of local dependence in the a
priori category objectives except for Sequences
(Grades 3 and 6) and Number theory (Grade 6
only). However, by examining the Q2 values and
regrouping the items into Data Sets 6 and 15, some
very highly locally dependent item sets were iden-
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Table 6

Mean Q1, Q2, Signed Q2, and Q3 Values and Kruskal-Wallis (K-19)

Statistics for Data Sets for Grade 3

tified. Although all the item pairs with similar con-
tent were not necessarily locally dependent, all the
item pairs with high Q2 or Q3 values had clear
content similarities. It should be noted that the
Kruskal-Wallis tests are not helpful with Data Sets
6 and 15 because of the Other group. The Other

group, while classified as an item set, was actually
a collection of items that did not have noticeably

high 62 values. Thus, when the Kruskal-Wallis test
was performed, the Other 62 or 63 values were
very similar to the Between Q2 or 63 values. Also,
because the 62 values were used in the classifi-
cation of items into sets for Data Sets 6 and 15,
the 62 values had to be higher for those sets. The
mean 62 and 63 values for Data Sets 6 and 15 are
of interest, however, because they show the amount
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Table 7

Mean Qljl Q2, Signed Q2, and Q3 Values and Kruskal-Wallis (K-W)

Statistics for Data Sets for Grade 6

of local dependence that was evident for some item
sets.

When a MC test and a MC&A test were analyzed
together, there was evidence of substantial local
dependence (as measured by signed Q2 and Q3),
particularly for Grade 6 (see Data Sets 7, 8, 16,
and 17). The Grade 6 mixed-content Kruskal-Wal-
lis tests for signed Q2 and 63 were the most sig-
nificant tests of all those computed.

The 62 and 63 values were examined for items

at the ends of tests. There was no evidence of local

dependence among these items due to their position
in the test.

Fit measures and item parameters. In order to

determine whether local dependence appeared greater
for items with similar item parameters, correlations
were obtained between the absolute value of the
difference between parameter values for each pair
of items and signed Q2 or Q,. For signed 62 this
correlation ranged from -.05 to - .19 for the d,
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parameters, from. 00 to - . 18 for the b, parameters, I
and from - .03 to -.28 for the c, parameters. For
63 this correlation ranged from -.05 to -.20 for
the a, parameters, from .06 to -.11 for the b,
parameters, and from - .02 to - .40 for the c,
parameters.

Figure 1 shows the plot of the signed Q2 values
and the absolute differences between b, parameters
for Grade 6 CTBS/U-MC DMI-MC items. This

plot (which represents a correlation of - 14) is

typical of the plots for the other tests and param-
eters for signed Q2. Figure 2 is the plot of the Q3
values and the absolute differences between ~, pa-
rameters for the same items as those in Figure 1.
As seen in a comparison of Figures 1 and 2, the

signed Q2 values tend to have a tighter plot than
the Q3 values; in both figures, however, high Q2
or Q3 values occurred only for items with similar
parameters, but most item pairs that had similar
parameters did not have high Q2 or Q3 values.
An analysis was done to see if the item sets that

appeared to be locally dependent in Tables 6 and
7 had distinctive parameters. The items were sorted
into sets as in Tables 6 and 7 and a Kruskal-Wallis

test was used to test the hypothesis that the param-

eters for the items in the different sets all came

from the same population. Tables 8 and 9 display
the means of the parameters by sets and the values
of the Kruskal-Wallis statistics. In many cases, but

not all, item sets that showed substantial local de-

pendence also showed d, or b, parameters that dif-
fered from items in other sets. For MC the most

highly locally dependent item sets tended to be

among the most difficult and most discriminating
(see Data Sets 2, 3, 11, and 12). For MC&A the

most highly locally dependent item sets were not
necessarily extreme in terms of their difficulties or
discriminations (see Data Sets 6, 14, and 15). The
c, parameters did not tend to show significant dif-
ferences among item sets except for the Grade 6
tests that differed substantially in their numbers of
answer choices (see Data Sets 9, 13, 16, and 17).

Trait estimates. As described in the Method

section, the Grade 3 MC&A tests and the Grade 6

MC tests were divided into sets of items to obtain
trait estimates and to examine how local depen-
dence affects equatings. Table 10 displays the mean
d, and b, values and the mean proportion correct
for the items entering into each trait estimate. For
the Grade 3 tests the CTBS/U items tended to be

.,.r,u. %;; .

Absolute Difference Between b, Values for Each Item Pair
Plotted Against Signed Q2 for Grade 6 CTBS/U-MC DMI-MC Items
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Figure 2
Absolute Difference Between b, Values for Each Item Pair

Plotted Against 63 for Grade 6 CTBS/U-MC DMI-MC Items

more discriminating and difficult than the DMI items.
The Locally Dependent items tended to be slightly
more difficult than the Control items. For Grade 6

the CTBS/U and DMI items had similar difficulties

and discriminations. Whole number computations
tended to be easier than decimal computations, which
tended to be easier than fractions computations.
The difficulties of the Control items roughly fol-
lowed the difficulties of the Whole Numbers, Dec-
imals, and Fractions items. Although the Whole
Number and Fractions sets (and the Control I and

Control 3 sets) differed enough in difficulty to be
considered to involve vertical equating, all the re-
maining equatings were horizontal equatings.

The results of the equatings are in Table 11.
Compared to the equatings involving the Control
tests at Grade 3, the CTBS/U and DMI equating
showed a slightly higher standardized mean dif-
ference and a substantially lower correlation, higher
SRMSD, and greater amount of local bias. The
CTBS/U scores tended to be higher than the DMI
scores among low scoring examinees and lower

than the DMI scores among high scoring exami-
nees. The equatings involving the Locally Depen-
dent item set had the same standardized mean dif-
ference as the Control 1 to Control 2 equating but
lower correlations and higher SRMSD values.

In Grade 6 the CTBS/U to DMI equating had
about the same size standardized mean difference
as the other equatings, except for the equatings
involving Fractions. The correlation between CTBS/
U scores and DMI scores was lower than those

involving the Control items but higher than those
involving the Fractions items. The Whole Numbers
and Decimals equating had the same standardized
mean difference but a lower correlation than the
Control 1 to Control 2 equating. The Fractions
equatings had higher standardized mean differ-

ences, lower correlations, and higher local bias
than the Control 1 to Control 3 equating. An ex-
amination of plots of Fractions scores with other
scores revealed that examinees who got very low
scores on the Fractions items could get fairly high
scores on the Whole Numbers and Decimals items.
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Table 8
11 . ,

Mean ai, bi, and ci Values and Kruskal-Wallis (K-W) Statistics

for Data Sets for Grade 3

Note. The degrees of freedom for the Kruskal-Wallis statistics
appear in parentheses following &dquo;K-W&dquo;.

ap<.01.

Discussion

Simulated Data

Properties of the fit measures. Q, values had
low correlations with 62 and 63 values, and the
factors that cause misfit as measured by 0, do not

appear to include multidimensionality. Van den
Wollenberg (1982) found a Rasch fit measure anal-
ogous to Q, not to be sensitive to multidimension-
ality, and Yen (1981) noted that Q, was not useful
for determining when a two-parameter model was
inappropriately applied to three-parameter data.
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Table 9

Mean ^a,, Si’ and ci Values and Kruskal-Wallis (K-W) Statistics
i i 1,

for Data Sets for Grade 6

Note. The degrees of freedom for the Kruskal-Wallis statistics
appear in parentheses following &dquo;K-W&dquo;.

ap<.Ol.

Thus, although Q, can be useful in identifying items
that have unexpected item characteristic curves, Q,
cannot be relied upon as a complete fit measure.

Signed 62 and 63 produced essentially the same
results. It is advantageous to have both signed and
unsigned statistics that can be compared, as with
signed Q2 and Q2; these statistics also have mag-
nitudes that are easy to analyze. The small values

of the 63 statistics make them more difficult to

evaluate subjectively, but the 63 values are readily
interpreted as correlations. The 62 values will in-
crease as a function of sample size, while the Q3
values will not.

In order to understand the differences in the re-

sults for the three two-dimensional simulations, it

is necessary to consider the signed 62 or 63 values
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Table 10
..

Mean Item Difficulties (pi), ai, and bi Values
for Items Entering Into Trait Estimates

atwo items with b.<-5 were not included in the mean S..
1 1

Table 11

Comparisons of Trait Estimates

and to reexamine the simulation conditions in Ta-
ble 2. In Configuration 1, both underlying traits
influenced every item. The correlation between â,

and the sum of the a,s values used in generating
the data was .70. It appears that the unidimensional
model used a combination of the two underlying
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traits as the unidimensional trait. When a combi-

nation of traits is used to sort examinees into cells,
local negative dependence appears. (This effect is
described in the earlier section that gives the mo-
tivation for the development of signed 62-) Thus,
for Configuration 1, the vast majority of item pairs
had negative signed 62 and 63 values. The items
did not differ a great deal in terms of their relative

a,s values for the two underlying traits, and the
within-set and between-set signed 62 and 63 values
did not appear significantly different.

For Configuration 2, the correlation between the
â, values and the a,, + a,2 values was .89. Again,
the unidimensional model used a combination of
the underlying traits to define the unidimensional
trait. However, in this configuration only the items
in Set I were influenced by both underlying traits,
and these Set 1 items all showed negative local
dependence. The items in Sets 2 and 3 were influ-
enced by only one of the underlying traits, and they
showed positive local dependence; the between-set
local dependence was largely negative.

For Configuration 3, the second trait was a very
weak trait compared to the first trait, and the uni-
dimensional trait used to sort examinees into cells
was largely Trait 1. The items in Set 2, which were
influenced only by the first underlying trait, showed
a low amount of negative local dependence, as

would be consistent with part-whole contamination
discussed earlier. The items in Set 1, which were
influenced by both underlying traits, showed pos-
itive local dependence.

These results for the two-dimensional simula-

tions can be summarized as follows. If a combi-

nation of two underlying traits is used as the uni-
dimensional trait, then items that are influenced by
both underlying traits will show negative local de-
pendence and items that are influenced by only one
underlying trait will show positive local depen-
dence. If only one of the underlying traits is used
as the unidimensional trait, then items that are in-
fluenced only by that underlying trait will show
slight negative local dependence due to part-whole
contamination and items that are influenced by both
underlying traits will show positive local depen-
dence.

Real Data

Properties of the fit measures. The real data

sets tended to have positive local dependence within
sets and negative local dependence between sets.
These results appear most consistent with a mul-
tidimensional situation in which there are impor-
tant, different underlying traits influencing the items
within the different item sets and the unidimen-
sional estimated trait is a combination of these un-

derlying traits.
The overall significance tests involving 62 or Q3

were not particularly useful by themselves. It was
important to examine the direction of the local de-
pendence both within and between sets of items
that were suspected of being multidimensional. It
was also important to keep in mind that signed 62
and 63 will have slightly negative values for uni-
dimensional data, and that any positive correlations
that are found may be underestimates of the strength
of the positive relationships between the items.

For the real data, 62 and 63 identified item sets
as being locally dependent that a priori would ap-
pear to be so. For the MC tests the locally depen-
dent item sets corresponded to category objectives
that were created through a logical analysis of the
item content. For the MC&A tests the category
objectives did appear to be locally dependent, but
item sets that were much more locally dependent
than the category objectives were identified through
an examination of the 62 values. (These same lo-
cally dependent item sets would be identified through
an examination of 63 values.) Thus, the construct
validity of 62 and 63 was enhanced by the fact that
every item set that was identified as having high
62 or 63 values had a logical association of content
among the items in the set. 62 and Q3’ therefore,
appeared useful for sorting items into sets meas-
uring different dimensions. This information can
be valuable in both test construction and in test

scoring.
62 and 63 also distinguished between items that

might be expected to be locally dependent. For
example, for Data Set 15 CTBS/U place value items
and DMI place value items were locally dependent
within each set but not across sets. A closer ex-
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amination of the items revealed that while the item
stems had the same format, the types of answer
choices were quite different for the two tests; this
difference in the answer choices also affected the

difficulty and discrimination of the items. Thus,
Q2 or 63 could be useful in item tryouts to distin-
guish among item formats and to help identify the
most useful ones.

Properties of locally dependent items. The items

with high Q2 or 63 values tended to have similar
item parameters, but the items with similar param-
eters did not necessarily have high 62 or 63 values.
High values of Q2 or 63 were not artifacts of sim-
ilarity of item parameters. Similarity of item pa-
rameters is a necessary, but not a sufficient con-
dition for high 62 or 63 values. Items need to share
one or more unique traits or dimensions in addition
to having similar item parameters in order to have
high Q2 or 63 values. The 62 values are a function
of the within-cell 4~,~~ values, and the <))~,. values are
restricted in magnitude unless items have similar
within-cell p values; an analogous effect occurs
with Q3. Thus, locally dependent items that do not
have similar item parameters are unlikely to have
high 62 or 63 values; it is not known how often
such items occur.

The MC items that were highly locally depen-
dent tended to have high discriminations and dif-
ficulties, but the MC&A items did not. The MC
items tended to be naturally hierarchical in nature.
For example, students learn addition without re-
grouping before they learn addition with regroup-
ing, and they tend to learn some addition before
they learn subtraction or multiplication. The MC
item sets tend to be correlated and cumulative. For

example, to do some division items, examinees
need to be able to add, subtract, and multiply.
Given this structure of the MC items, it is not

surprising that the more complex items appeared
to be locally dependent and have high discrimi-
nations and difficulties.
The highly locally dependent MC&A items tended

to be &dquo;pockets&dquo; of separate, fairly independent
concepts. Although there would tend to be some
correlation among these concepts due to individual
differences in speed of progress through the cur-

riculum, many of the MC&A concepts could be
learned fairly independently of the others, and these
concepts were not strongly cumulative in nature.
Unlike the MC items, there is no reason to expect
the MC&A locally dependent items to be highly
discriminating or difficult.

Unidimensional trait estimates. It can be hy-
pothesized that when the unidimensional three-pa-
rameter model analyzes test data generated from
several correlated underlying traits, the unidimen-
sional model uses a combination of the underlying
traits as its unidimensional trait. Yen (1984) pre-
sented derivations and simulated data that support
this hypothesis. McKinley (1983) reported sup-
porting simulation data for the two-parameter model.
The fact that local dependence between sets was
negative also supports the hypothesis that a com-
bination of traits was used to create the unidimen-
sional trait estimate.

The hypothesis that the unidimensional trait is a
combination of correlated underlying traits is con-
sistent with the fact that with the MC data the more

complex items tended to have higher discrimina-
tions ; it is also consistent with the fact that for
Grade 3 MC&A, the CTBS/U items had higher
average discriminations than the DMI items. For
the Grade 3 CTBS/U MC&A test, examinees must
read text associated with each item. For the Grade 3
DMI MC&A items, any associated text is read to
the examinees. Thus, it can be hypothesized that
the unidimensional model chooses a combination
of mathematics and reading skills to define its trait;
because the CTBS/U items involve both traits, they
tend to have higher discriminations.

It can also be hypothesized that when a test in-
volves independent traits that influence only a few
items, such traits are ignored in the definition of
the unidimensional three-parameter trait. Reckase
(1979) reported results that support this hypothesis.
The present study did not include simulations with
independent traits, so it does not assist in the eval-
uation of this hypothesis; but the hypothesis is con-
sistent with the results for the MC&A tests where
the pockets of locally dependent items did not have
particularly high discriminations.

Equating tests in the presence of local depen-
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dence. Trait estimates based on items measuring
different dimensions had lower correlations than

trait estimates that had items that shared dimen-

sions. However, except for the Grade 6 equatings
involving the Fractions items, there were not large
systematic errors of equating due to the attempted
equating of items measuring different dimensions.
As might be expected if fractions are frequently
taught after whole numbers and decimals, exami-
nees could get moderately high Whole Numbers
or Decimals scores while having very low Fractions
scores. Thus, it appears that while substantial un-

systematic errors of equating are to be expected
from the equating of tests involving collections of
different dimensions, substantial systematic errors
of equating might not be expected unless the two
tests measure quite different dimensions that are
taught sequentially and that differ in difficulty. Only
a handful of trait estimates have been compared
here, and a wide variety of conditions can occur
with multidimensional tests. It would be prudent
to cross-validate any equatings that appear to in-
volve multidimensional tests.
When maximum likelihood scoring of item re-

sponses is used with the three-parameter model,
item discriminations are used in the item weights.
Thus, when a test measures several correlated di-
mensions, items that measure more of these di-
mensions will tend, all else being equal, to have
higher discriminations and to be given more weight
in the test scoring. An alternative scoring procedure
is to use unit item weights, so that a number-correct
score is converted to a trait estimate (Yen, in press).
If the test user wants to measure several dimensions
with one score, IRT scaling combined with dif-
ferential item weighting is a potentially efficient
method of test scoring. The desirability of this pro-
cedure is a function of whether the additional di-

mensions are legitimate aspects of the behavior that
the test user wants to measure. In any multidi-
mensional testing situation it would be important
to review the item discriminations and fit statistics
such as ~2 or 63 to help determine what dimensions
are influencing test performance. Whether or not
items are differentially weighted and whether or

not IRT is used, when a test measures several di-
mensions, examinees’ scores will be influenced by
all these dimensions. Thus, unsystematic and sys-
tematic errors of equating might be expected from
any scaling and equating procedures that are ap-
plied to some multidimensional tests.
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